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Onlyoga 

"Fitness Through Yoga"

Lyon's Onlyoga is a fully-equipped yoga studio that features a soothing

atmosphere and highly trained instructors. The ambient meditation studio

is designed by Christine Lelong and is well-appointed with yoga mats,

blankets, cushions and straps. At Onlyoga, one can learn and master the

various schools of this traditional exercise form like Hatha Yoga and

Iyengar Yoga. For those who wish to push their endurance levels, the

more rigorous forms like Vinyasa and Ashtanga promise all-round physical

strength, stamina and perseverance.

 +33 4 7829 5041  www.onlyoga.fr/  contact@onlyoga.fr  5 rue Saint-Falude, Lyon
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Centre de Yoga Bellecour 

"Peace Through Meditation"

Centre de Yoga Bellecour is a duly-equipped yoga studio in the heart of

the old city. Though the Yoga center specializes in Hatha school of

meditation, it also has highly experienced instructors conducting classes

for all those who are new to this form of ancient exercise. Be it teaching

the basic breathing techniques or helping master some arduous poses,

the center's trained staff are adept at understanding their client's strength

and capabilities and always make an effort to push the envelope and help

them realize the optimal benefits of the old-school workout.

 +33 4 7236 9723  yoga-bellecour.com/  info@yoga-bellecour.com  58 Rue de la République,

Lyon
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Yoga Horizons 

"Enhancing One's Spiritual Prowess"

Perched in the heart of the old city, Yoga Horizons presents a

comprehensive yoga training program for beginners and professionals

alike. The fully-equipped yoga center offers a range of courses like

breathing and relaxation techniques, stretching exercises, static postures

and concentration-enhancing methods. Be it mastering the Hatha form of

yoga or finding utmost peace and solitude through Yoga Nidra, Horizons

provides the right guidance and a serene atmosphere to achieve

individual fitness and spiritual goals through the ancient form of exercise.

 +33 4 7828 9863  www.yoga-horizon.fr/  99 Montée de la Grande-Côte, Lyon
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O Yoga 

"Healing Through Meditation"

Located close to the serene banks of Rhone River, O Yoga welcomes

stressed souls to meditate and heal through the traditional form of

exercise. Counted as one of the prime Vinyasa yoga studios of Lyon, it

also offers comprehensive Pilates sessions at the hands of its trained

fitness instructors. The sober and ambient at the yoga studio helps one

achieve the maximum benefits of this ancient style of meditation that

promises to enhance one's mental and physical resilience and help them

lead a balanced life.

 +33 4 7841 0982  www.oyogastudio.com/  info@oyogastudio.com  19 rue Cuvier, Lyon
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